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JAWBOX small batch      £6.50
Jawbox is a classic dry gin like no other. Distilled 
slowly. Very slowly – in small batches in a traditional 
copper pot still right here in Northern Ireland. 
serve: fever tree ginger ale & lime

JAWBOX RHUBARB & GINGER      £6.00
Rhubarb and Ginger - it’s a classic combination, sweet 
and tangy Rhubarb is balanced with warming ginger for 
a perfect balance of flavours. All of this is handcrafted in 
The Jawbox distillery using time honoured methods.
serve: fever tree ginger ale & lime

JAWBOX PINEAPPLE & GINGER      £6.00
A juicy and refreshing gin, sticky sugar glazed 
pineapple is the most prominent note, but aromatic 
ginger and bright juniper makes this a sensational 
gin liqueur.
serve: fever tree ginger ale & lime

MALFY CON LIMONE        £6.25
Malfy Gin is distilled by the Vergnano family in 
Moncalieri, Italy using a traditional vacuum still. 
Malfy Gin’s key botanical additions are lemon 
peels sourced from the Italian coastline.
serve: fever tree mediterranean & lemon

MALFY CON ARANCIA  £6.25
This wonderfully unique and versatile gin, made 
with Sicilian Blood Oranges provides an intense 
and refreshing citrus sweetness, beautifully 
balanced by vanilla and tart grapefruit.
serve: fever tree sicilian lemonade & orange

STAR OF BOMBAY   £6.25
Adding a rich new dimension to the original recipe. 
Ambrette seeds, solely sourced from Ecuador. And 
gently dried bergamot orange peel hand-picked  
in Calabria.
serve: fever tree mediterranean & orange

BEEFEATER PINK                                      £5.75
A delicious, easy to drink and fun strawberry gin 
made in London and based on the classic award 
-winning Beefeater Dry recipe.
serve: fever tree elderflower tonic & raspberry

BOUDIER SAFFRON   £6.75
Saffron Gin is the result of an alliance between 
Great Britain for its London Dry Gin, India for its 
spice used extensively in cooking and in religious 
ceremonies, and French know-how developed by 
Gabriel Boudier.
serve: fever tree tonic & orange

BOMBAY   £5.75
Bombay Sapphire’s recipe is based on 10 botanicals. 
They include traditional gin botanicals such as 
juniper berries, citrus, angelica and orris root. 
serve: fever tree mediterranean & orange

Hendricks  £6.25
Meet the delightfully curious Hendrick's Gin. Life is 
too glorious not to experience its peculiar flavour,
infused with rose & cucumber in our Scottish distillery. 
serve: fever tree elderflower & cucumber

TANQUERAY   £6.00
Back in the 1830's Charles Tanqueray wasn't afraid 
to mix his bold ideas. His ingenious pursuit for  
perfection paid off, creating a perfectly balanced 
gin and one of the most awarded gins in the world.
serve: fever tree mediterranean & orange

MALFY gin rosa £6.25
This bright delicious gin is like no other, with a 
colourful burst of Italian Sunshine. The taste is 
juicy fresh grapefruit, with a rich long juniper finish. 
serve: fever tree tonic & grapefruit

GUNPOWDER   £6.75
A hand-crafted gin made in the Shed Distillery, 
Drumshanbo, Co Leitrim. Oriental Botanicals 
and locally foraged meadowsweet are added to a 
traditional medieval style still.
serve: fever tree indian tonic & grapefruit

echlinville   £7.00
Ireland’s first super-premium single estate pot 
still gin. A unique base spirit distilled from our 
homegrown floor malted barley. Local botanicals 
including whin bush petals and Strangford Lough 
seaweed create flavours of the land and sea.
serve: fever tree elderflower tonic, lemon & mint

feckin gin   £6.00
The Feckin Gin is made from five botanicals: 
juniper, coriander, angelica root, cassia bark and 
lemons. A delightful citrus and herbaceous gin, 
that is the latest addition to the Feckin range.
serve: fever tree tonic & lemon

Silent pool  £6.50
Saffron Gin is the result of an alliance between 
Britain for its London Dry Gin, India for its 
spices used extensively in cookin, and French 
know-how developed by Gabriel Boudier. 
serve: fever tree tonic & blackberry

FEVER TREE LIGHT TONIC
FEVER TREE ELDERFLOWER TONIC
FEVER TREE MEDITERRANEAN TONIC
FEVER TREE GINGER ALE
FEVER TREE INDIAN TONIC
FEVER TREE SICILIAN LEMONADE
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